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Abstract

Users expect their queries to be answered by
search systems, regardless of the query’s sur-
face form, which include keyword queries and
natural questions. Natural Language Under-
standing (NLU) components of Search and QA
systems may fail to correctly interpret seman-
tically equivalent inputs if this deviates from
how the system was trained, leading to subop-
timal understanding capabilities. We propose
the keyword-question rewriting task to improve
query understanding capabilities of NLU sys-
tems for all surface forms. To achieve this, we
present CycleKQR, an unsupervised approach,
enabling effective rewriting between keyword
and question queries using non-parallel data.

Empirically we show the impact on QA perfor-
mance of unfamiliar query forms for open do-
main and Knowledge Base QA systems (trained
on either keywords or natural language ques-
tions). We demonstrate how CycleKQR sig-
nificantly improves QA performance by rewrit-
ing queries into the appropriate form, while at
the same time retaining the original semantic
meaning of input queries, allowing CycleKQR
to improve performance by up to 3% over su-
pervised baselines. Finally, we release a dataset
of 66k keyword-question pairs.1

1 Introduction

Information Retrieval and Question Answering
(QA) systems aim to fulfill user requests, from tra-
ditional Web search to voice assistants. Users can
issue queries in two forms (White et al., 2015): as
keyword queries (“iphone 14 price”) or as fully-
formed natural language questions (“how much is

an iPhone 14?”). Natural Language Understand-
ing (NLU) components are expected to correctly
interpret semantically equivalent queries, regard-
less of the form. Figure 1 (a) shows examples of
queries with the same intent, but in different forms.

1https://github.com/amzn/kqr

How much is iPhone 13?
What is the price of iPhone 13?

How much does iPhone 13 cost? 

iPhone 13 cost, cost of iPhone 13
iPhone 13price, price of iPhone 13

iPhone 13 offer, iPhone 13deal

Questions

Keywords
The prices for iPhone 13 vary 
according to storage: $799 for 128GB.

QA

Answer

Things to do Seattle

Are you asking what tourist attractions 
are in Seattle ?

Yes/No

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Questions & keywords with the same intent. (b)
Keyword-question rewriting for disambiguation.

Work on question paraphrases has grown re-
cently, with current approaches utilizing encoder-
decoder architectures for generating questions
(Hosking and Lapata, 2021). However, NLU sys-
tems that handle different input forms must support
two important functionalities beyond questions:

• Understanding: Correctly interpret different
query forms (cf. Figure 1 (a)), and create equiv-
alent semantic representations, regardless of the
query form, style, or other lexical variations.

• Expression: Rewrite queries into different forms
(e.g. keywords into questions). This increases
transparency by relaying the query interpretation
back to the users, or to ask clarification ques-
tions (Kiesel et al., 2018) to ensure that their re-
quests are correctly understood (cf. Figure 1 (b)).

To address these, we introduce the keyword-
question rewriting task, which aims to rewrite ques-
tions into semantically equivalent keyword queries,
and vice versa. This task enables training models
for the above desiderata, allowing NLU systems to
handle either keywords or questions. Further, this
capability enables asking clarification questions
about user’s input query (Ding and Balog, 2018),
(cf. Figure 1 (b)), by rewriting it into a question.

While previous work has tackled the problem
of rewriting keywords into questions (Zhao et al.,
2011; Bhagat and Hovy, 2013), it focuses on unidi-
rectional (keyword 7→ question) generation using
supervised datasets. We propose a bidirectional
and unsupervised approach in this paper.
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Specifically, we propose CycleKQR, an ap-
proach based on cycle-consistent training (Lam-
ple et al., 2017; Iovine et al., 2022), which is an
unsupervised approach that effectively maps two
non-parallel sets of keywords and questions via two
cycles, keywords-to-question (K2Q) and question-
to-keywords (Q2K). These two cycles learn inter-
actively from each other, and K2Q & Q2K are
trained using reconstruction losses. Although un-
supervised, CycleKQR is more robust since the its
rewriting models are trained simultaneously, while
a supervised approach has to train both models in
two rounds. As there are no existing datasets for
keyword-question rewriting we also construct and
release a dataset of 66k keyword-question pairs.

We focus on (i) intrinsic and (ii) extrinsic evalua-
tion strategies. For intrinsic evaluation, we measure
the bidirectional rewriting quality of competing
approaches using human studies and automated
metrics such as ROUGE and BLEU.

Our extrinsic evaluation focuses on QA systems,
where the ability to correctly interpret the user
query is critical, and if necessary, query rewrit-
ing approaches are applied to ensure answer accu-
racy (Vakulenko et al., 2021; Elgohary et al., 2019).
More concretely, we measure the downstream im-
pact on QA performance using the rewritten key-
word or question queries.2 We assess the impact
on two types of QA systems: open domain and
Knowledge Base QA systems.

Experiments show that QA systems perform
poorly on query forms that they are not trained on.
We show that CycleKQR can effectively rewrite
between keyword and question queries without an-
notations, and at the same time improve QA per-
formance. CycleKQR obtains QA performance
improvements of up to 3% over a supervised base-
line using the same neural architecture. This is due
to the ability to cope with noisy input and target
query pairs, given that CycleKQR computes a re-
construction loss in each cycle, thus allowing it
more flexibility in the rewriting step, and avoiding
overfitting on noisy pairs.

In sum, we make the following contributions:
• Introduce a keyword-question rewriting task for

improved query understanding;
• Propose CycleKQR, an unsupervised approach

for keyword-question rewriting;
• Release a publicly available dataset with 66k

pairs for keyword-question rewriting.

2Given a keyword query, we rewrite it into its question
query equivalent, and use that to assess the performance of a
QA system trained on natural language questions.

2 Related Work

Text Rewriting. Keyword-question rewriting
shares similarities with paraphrasing and style
transfer. Paraphrasing aims to generate alterna-
tive surface forms of an input text, while keeping
its semantic meaning (Madnani and Dorr, 2010).
Style transfer focuses more on transforming the in-
put into a specific syntactic style, e.g. Shakespeare
or Twitter (Bhagat and Hovy, 2013). Both tasks
have been employed in applications such as data
augmentation (Iyyer et al., 2018), text simplifica-
tion (Xu et al., 2015), stylometry (Gröndahl and
Asokan, 2020), and translation (Sellam et al., 2020).
Our task focuses on bidirectional keyword-question
rewriting, with the aim of improved query under-
standing, while retaining their semantic meaning.

Two techniques have been proposed for para-
phrasing and style transfer: rule-based and genera-
tive approaches. Khosmood (2012) compare rule-
based paraphrasing approaches including phrase
replacement (e.g. using WordNet), translation and
tense change. Gröndahl and Asokan (2020) employ
simple rules (e.g. changing the tense of the sen-
tences) to generate multiple candidates, and select
the best one using a ranker. Hosking and Lapata
(2021) propose a neural encoder-decoder model
to generate and control the output questions using
question templates. Krishna et al. (2020) first nor-
malize a given sentence by removing its style and
then apply GPT2 to transfer it to a desired style.
Rules and templates used in existing works are do-
main and dataset specific, and obtaining them for
any target domain and dataset is time-consuming,
hence, we focus on encoder-decoder architectures.
Question-Keyword Rewriting. The first attempts
to rewrite keyword-based queries into questions fo-
cused on using templates (Zhao et al., 2011; Zheng
et al., 2011; Dror et al., 2013). Question templates
are typically obtained from user-clicked questions,
and for a given a keyword query, the most relevant
template is used to generate a question. Ding and
Balog (2018) propose a statistical model to gener-
ate a synthetic set of question-keyword query pairs.
Given a question, they generate a keyword query
by randomly sampling based on its length and the
included terms. The pairs are then used to train
a neural model (Gu et al., 2016). The resulting
keyword queries are highly noisy and require ad-
ditional filtering before being used. Moreover, it
does not guarantee that the output will retain the
meaning of the question.
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Figure 2: The training framework of CycleKQR.

Cycle-consistent Training. Cycle-consistency is
the concept of enforcing transitivity in training:
models learn a transformation from the input to
output, and vice versa. This can result in in models
that generalize better to unseen data (Meng et al.,
2018). It has been successfully applied in various
NLP applications (Lample et al., 2017; Mohiuddin
and Joty, 2019). In neural machine translation, it
learns a mapping between two languages using two
non-parallel sets of text in the two languages. It
has been later used in graph captioning (Guo et al.,
2020), and Named Entity Recognition (Iovine et al.,
2022). Cycle-consistent training is suitable for our
task, where we aim to learn bidirectional mappings
between two different query forms.

3 Task Definition

We define the task of rewriting keywords into ques-
tion queries and vice-versa through two rewriting
functions: (i) keywords-to-question (K2Q), and (ii)
question-to-keywords (Q2K). Let Q be a set of nat-
ural language questions, and K a set of keyword
queries. K2Q rewrites a keyword query k ∈ K
into a question q′ ∈ Q, i.e. K 7→ Q. Similarly, its
inverse function, Q2K, rewrites a question into its
corresponding keyword query, Q 7→ K.

For example, given the keyword query “houston

tx county”, K2Q will output the question “What

county is Houston TX in?”. Conversely, given
the question “Where was Martin Luther King

born?”, Q2K will output “martin luther king

birthplace”. Both K2Q and Q2K must preserve
the semantic meaning of the original input into
the generated output, i.e. both the input and output
must convey the same information need.

4 CycleKQR: Cycle-Consistent Training
for Keyword-Question Rewriting

Figure 2 shows an overview of our approach. We
now describe how we use cycle-consistency to train
K2Q and Q2K for keyword-question rewriting.

Overview: For the K2Q and Q2K, CycleKQR
uses two encoder-decoder models (Lewis et al.,
2020) with parameters denoted as θ and ϕ. To train
them, we follow Iterative Back-translation (Hoang
et al., 2018), in which the output of each model is
used to generate intermediate training data for the
other. The core idea behind cycle-consistent train-
ing is to jointly train the K2Q and Q2K functions,
allowing CycleKQR to align the latent spaces of
keyword and question queries. In the following,
we describe the two training cycles.

Q-Cycle: The input data is the set of training
questions q ∈ Q. For a question q, in the first step,
called generation step (cf. Figure 2 (a)) we gener-
ate an intermediate keyword query by passing q as
input to the Q2K model, generating k′ = Q2K(q).
The resulting output, ⟨q, k′⟩, is used to train K2Q,
allowing us to back-translate k′ into q′ = K2Q(k′),
where q′ is supposed to be semantically similar to
q. This completes the Q-cycle, where the training
is guided by the reconstruction loss as the aver-
age cross-entropy between q and q′, that is back-
propagated to the K2Q model:

Lθ(Q,Q′) = − 1

|Q|
∑

q∈Q

∑
i<|q| p(qi) log g(q

′
i)

|q| (1)

where, p and g represent the real and predicted
token probabilities, |q| is the question length, |Q|
is the total number of training questions, and qi and
q′i are the i-th token of q and q′, respectively.

K-Cycle: K-cycle represents the opposite direc-
tion of Q-cycle. For an input keyword query
k, K2Q outputs the intermediate question q′ =
K2Q(k). Similarly, the ⟨k, q′⟩ pair is used to train
Q2K, which generates the back-translated keyword
query k′ = Q2K(q′). Here too, the reconstruction
loss is used to train Q2K model:

Lϕ(K,K′) = − 1

|K|
∑

k∈K

∑
i<|k| p(ki) log g(k

′
i)

|k| (2)

where, |k| is the keyword query length, |K| is the
number of keyword queries, and ki and k′i represent
the i-th token in the original and back-translated
keyword queries, respectively.
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Training: The two cycles are repeated iteratively.
First, we run one iteration of Q-cycle with one
batch of training questions, followed by an itera-
tion of K-cycle using one batch of training keyword
queries. This alternating process in CycleKQR is
repeated until both models converge. Both cycles
are instrumental in the learning process: Q-cycle
trains K2Q to reconstruct a natural question q from
a given keyword query k′, while K-cycle trains
Q2K to generate a keyword query k from a question
q′. Preliminary experiments confirm that this train-
ing process effectively trains K2Q and Q2K to gen-
erate the correct keyword and question queries even
on the first iterations. As training continues, the
distribution of the intermediate data generated by
K2Q and Q2K becomes closer to that of the real
keyword and question queries.

5 Keyword-Question Rewriting Dataset

Next, we describe our method for extracting the
keyword-question rewriting dataset, namely how
we construct the non-parallel sets of keyword and
question queries used to train CycleKQR as well
as the supervised pairs used for training the QA
models and testing all competing approaches.

5.1 Non-Parallel Data Collection

Our approach relies on non-parallel keyword and
question queries for training, which we extract
from the MS-MARCO (Bajaj et al., 2018) and OR-
CAS (Craswell et al., 2020) datasets, consisting
of natural language questions (1M instances) and
keyword queries (10M instances), respectively.

We apply several filtering criteria to generate the
training corpus. First, questions from MS-MARCO
are filtered using a strategy proposed in (Dror et al.,
2013), selecting questions that are syntactically cor-
rect, typically starting with a wh–word or an aux-
iliary verb, and contain at least five tokens. Next,
keyword queries from the ORCAS dataset are fil-
tered such that they do not start with a wh–word or
auxiliary verb, and contain less than three words.

To ensure that questions and keyword queries
share a similar domain, we compute the cosine
similarity across all pairs, and remove those with
a similarity less than 0.6. Finally, we randomly
sample two separate sets of 100k questions and
100k keyword queries, thus ensuring they are non-
parallel. We call this the non-parallel corpus (cf.
Table 1), and we use it to train CycleKQR.

5.2 Parallel Data Collection

As we are the first to propose the bidirectional
rewriting of keyword and question queries, we
collect a corpus of aligned keyword and question
pairs, used to evaluate all the competing rewrit-
ing approaches. The parallel corpora come from
two main domains: (i) Open-domain QA, and (ii)
Knowledge Base QA. Additionally, these two do-
mains represent our extrinsic evaluation strategy,
which measures the impact of query rewriting on
the respective QA systems.

5.2.1 Open-Domain QA
As in §5.1, we leverage MS-MARCO and ORCAS
to construct a parallel corpus of keyword and ques-
tion pairs. While questions in MS-MARCO are
associated with an answer, keyword queries in OR-
CAS are not. The answer is key in establishing an
alignment between the keyword queries and ques-
tions that point to the same answer, hence, sharing
the same information need.

To align the keyword and question pairs with
high accuracy, we propose the following steps.

Filtering We apply the same filtering process
described in §5.1, ensuring that questions are syn-
tactically in the correct natural language question
form, and similarly keywords do not contain natu-
ral language questions. The result is a set of 632k
questions and 7M keyword queries.

Name Source Train Dev Test

Non-parallel MS-MARCO & ORCAS 100k 10k -
MS-pairs MS-MARCO & ORCAS 27k 4.5k 4.5k
QSP-pairs WebQuestionsSP 2k 1k 1.6k

Table 1: Statistics of our Non-parallel and parallel
keyword-question rewriting datasets.

Question to Keyword Matching We next com-
pute the similarity between each question and all
keyword queries (Cer et al., 2018). Then, we as-
sociate a question to its closest matching keyword
query. Due to the low semantic overlap between
MS-MARCO questions and ORCAS queries, the
extracted pairs are noisy. There is no guarantee
that for each question, a keyword query with the
same answer is always available. To avoid adding
noisy matching pairs into the dataset, we filter pairs
by setting a minimum semantic similarity thresh-
old of 0.8, discarding all pairs with lower similarity.
Since a natural language question usually expresses
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a clear request, matching from question to key-
word query also helps remove ambiguous keyword
queries. We obtain 62k keyword-question pairs,
38k of which have an answer in MS-MARCO’s
passage collection.

Manual Alignment To validate and further im-
prove the quality of the generated parallel data, we
conduct a human evaluation. For 11k question and
keyword pairs, we asked annotators whether the
question and keyword query express the same in-
formation need. Results showed that 87% (9.1k)
of the pairs were deemed to have the same infor-
mation need. We filtered out the remaining 13%
pairs, and the high-quality ones were then divided3

into two equal sets for testing and validation. The
remaining 27k pairs are used for training. We call
this set MS-pairs as shown in Table 1.

5.2.2 Knowledge Base QA
For our final dataset, we rely on WebQuestionsSP
(Yih et al., 2016), a popular dataset for Knowledge
Base QA, containing 4.7k question-answer pairs.
Given its small size, we manually extract the key-
word queries from the questions. Keyword extrac-
tion was done by proficient annotators with domain
expertise, ensuring high data quality. For a given
question, the annotators were asked to generate a
keyword query expressing the same information
need. The annotated data is split into 2k, 1k and
1.6k for training, validation, and test, denoted as
QSP-pairs in Table 1. Note that all QSP-pairs are
associated with answers.

6 Experimental Setup

6.1 Evaluation Strategies and Metrics

We evaluate the different competing approaches
based on two evaluation strategies.

Intrinsic: Approaches are directly evaluated in
terms of correctness and similarity of the rewritten
keyword or question query compared to the ground-
truth target, as measured through automated met-
rics such as ROUGE and BLEU, following a simi-
lar strategy to Ding and Balog (2018). Additionally,
we carry out a small scale analysis using human
evaluation to assess the preference of annotators on
the rewritten queries for the competing approaches.

3Note that the MS-MARCO test set answers are not pub-
licly available. Among these 9107 triples, 5648 questions are
from the current MS-MARCO training set and 3459 are from
the current development set.

Extrinsic: We measure the downstream impact
of rewriting keyword and question queries into the
appropriate form for a given QA system. We dis-
tinguish between two cases: (1) Question-based
QA (QuA), for natural questions; and (2) Keyword-
based QA (KeA) for keyword queries. The two
cases represent common applications in real-world,
e.g., Google and Alexa voice assistants answer nat-
ural questions, while many retrieval systems are
keyword-based. Both QuA and KeA are treated as
black boxes (the QA systems cannot be modified).

This evaluation shows the utility of rewriting key-
word and question queries into the appropriate form
for a target QA, when compared to issuing keyword
queries to QuA or questions to KeA. In terms of
evaluation metrics, for the open-domain QA sce-
nario, we report MRR and recall metrics, which
are the standard evaluation metrics employed in the
MS-MARCO Passage Ranking challenge (Choi
et al., 2021), whereas for Knowledge Base QA, we
report the F1 metric (Ye et al., 2021).

6.2 QA Setup

For the extrinsic evaluation, we choose two state-of-
the-art QA systems as the basis for QuA and KeA.
In the open-domain setting, we used the BM25
+ BERT-base model (Liu et al., 2021), whereas
for the Knowledge Base setting, we used RnG-
KBQA (Ye et al., 2021), composed of a BERT-
based ranker and a T5-based generation model.

We train four QA systems: (1) open-domain
QuA, trained using the complete question-answer
pairs from MS-MARCO; (2) open-domain KeA,
trained using 27k keyword-answer pairs from MS-
pairs; (3) Knowledge Base QuA and (4) KeA,
trained using 2k question-answer and keyword-
answer pairs from QSP-pairs.

6.3 Models and Baselines

Our approach – OURS: We train two versions
of CycleKQR, both using the T5 encoder-decoder
model (Raffel et al., 2019) as the basis for the K2Q
and Q2K functions. For open-domain QA, Cy-
cleKQR is trained on the Non-parallel dataset from
Table 1. For Knowledge Base QA, we distinguish
between two configurations: (1) A clean configu-
ration OURSC , where CycleKQR is trained using
only QSP-pairs;4 and (2) combining non-parallel
and QSP-pairs (a more realistic scenario), resulting
in a level of noise that is comparable to the open-

4Unpaired questions and keyword queries for training.
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domain setting (OURSR). The two configurations
allow us to assess whether our approach benefits
from additional training data despite higher noise.

Supervised Baseline – SB: Here we train K2Q
and Q2K without cycle-consistent training. This
corresponds to a standard supervised approach,
where each input is paired with an output. For this
purpose, we use the questions and keyword queries
from Non-parallel, which we automatically pair us-
ing the semantic similarity strategies described in
§5.2. We follow the same strategy as in OURS and
train three separate models: SB for open-domain
QA, SBC and SBR for Knowledge Base QA.

Semantic Similarity – SIM: It replaces ques-
tions with keyword queries and vice versa, follow-
ing the same strategy we used to match questions
to keyword queries (see §5.2). Since the MS-pairs
test set was generated by pairing together high-
similarity questions and keyword queries, it is bi-
ased in favor of this baseline: for each question, it
will simply retrieve the paired keyword query, and
vice versa. To avoid this bias, we created an aux-
iliary test set specifically for evaluating SIM. For
QuA we randomly sampled 112 keyword queries
from ORCAS, and asked experts to manually as-
sign an answer from the MS-MARCO passage cor-
pus. Each query is matched to its most similar ques-
tion from MS-MARCO. For KeA, we randomly
sampled 7k different questions from MS-MARCO,
and matched them to the keyword queries in OR-
CAS. Differently from the data collection in §5,
the pairs were not filtered in any way. The results
obtained using this auxiliary set are labeled with
the A subscript, e.g. OURSA and SIMA. Note that
no auxiliary test set is needed for the Knowledge
Base QA setting, since the QSP-pairs test set is
generated using a different approach.

Stop Word Removal – STWR: This unsuper-
vised baseline generates a keyword query from a
question by removing stop words.5

Upper bound – UPPER: The QA system re-
ceives ground-truth queries in their correct form
(ideal scenario), e.g., questions to QuA, keyword-
based queries to KeA.

Lower bound – LOWER: Contrary to UPPER,
the QA system receives the query in an unfamiliar
form, keyword queries to QuA, questions to KeA.

5A subset of the NLTK stop word corpus was used. We
kept wh-words, as they are important for query understanding.

6.4 Research Questions
RQ1: Can cycle-consistent training be applied to

train K2Q and Q2K without annotations?

RQ2: Can the QA performance be increased
through question-keyword rewriting?

7 Evaluation Results

(a) Open-Domain QA metrics
Q2K K2Q

ROUGE-1 ROUGE-L BLEU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-L BLEU
STWR 0.669 0.630 0.359 - - -
SB 0.863 0.832 0.744 0.741 0.718 0.600
OURS 0.769 0.715 0.588 0.717 0.687 0.557

(b) Knowledge Base QA
Q2K K2Q

ROUGE-1 ROUGE-L BLEU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-L BLEU
STWR 0.663 0.579 0.367 - - -
SBC 0.813 0.771 0.652 0.744 0.720 0.562
OURSC 0.781 0.733 0.598 0.732 0.702 0.542
SBR 0.787 0.749 0.614 0.708 0.684 0.519
OURSR 0.764 0.716 0.566 0.706 0.680 0.512

Table 2: Intrinsic evaluation results (automatic metrics).

Open Domain Knowledge Base
K2Q Q2K K2Q Q2K

OURSR 12 11 7 14
SBR 7 7 6 5
Tie 31 32 37 30

Table 3: Human preference for rewrites.

7.1 Intrinsic Evaluation
Table 2 reports ROUGE and BLEU scores for the
competing approaches calculated on the test sets of
MS-pairs and QSP-pairs. Results show that K2Q
is harder than Q2K. Both OURS and SB have the
highest scores, with SB obtaining higher scores.

The higher scores of SB are intuitive, given that
the approach is trained in a supervised manner, and
it is optimized to generate the target output query.
Note that SB can potentially overfit on its training
data, and can be affected by noisy pairs generated
by the automatic matching process. This is not
necessarily the case for OURS, due to its cycle-
consistent training. However, automated natural
language generation metrics such as ROUGE and
BLEU, cannot capture possible lexical variability
in rewriting, which may lead to lower scores.

To verify this, through a user study we evaluated
with domain experts the rewriting quality. Given
an input query, the annotator is asked to choose
the better rewrite in terms of semantic preservation
and syntactic correctness among OURS and SB.6

Table 3 shows the annotator preferences for the
6Rewrite order is shuffled, and annotators are unaware

which model produced the rewrite.
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rewrites on 100 questions (50 each extracted from
MS-pairs and QSP-pairs) and 100 keyword queries
(same as above). On both QA domains, rewrites
from OURS are significantly7 preferred over SB.

Results from this section validate RQ1. Table 2
showed that OURS achieves high automated metric
scores, whereas Table 3 shows that our rewrites are
significantly preferred by human annotators. Ex-
amples from our models are shown in Appendix A.

7.2 Extrinsic Evaluation
7.2.1 Open-domain QA
Table 4 reports the downstream impact of the dif-
ferent rewriting approaches on QA performance in
open domain for QuA and KeA.

K2Q for QuA. Directly issuing keyword queries
to QuA results in noticeably lower MRR
compared to using natural questions (0.184
vs. 0.229 MRR@10).8 This shows that
QuA is negatively affected by unfamiliar query
forms. By rewriting keyword queries into
questions, OURS improves QuA performance
for both MRR and recall (MRR@10=0.189,
R@10=0.415, MRR@100=0.206, R@100=0.842)
over LOWER and SB. OURS obtained up to 4% rel-
ative improvement in MRR over SB. This confirms
our hypothesis that rewriting keyword queries into
questions improves QuA.

Cycle-consistent training allows our K2Q model
to keep the keyword query intent, while the weakly-
supervised K2Q may change its meaning, due to
the noisy training data.

Q2K for KeA. Unlike for K2Q, here UPPER ob-
tains lower scores than LOWER for both MRR
and recall. Although OURS significantly im-
proves QA performance over SB (increase of
+10.4% for MRR@10), it does not show improve-
ment over LOWER. Theoretically, the performance
of UPPER should be always better than that of
LOWER, since KeA is trained to fit keyword queries
in both recall and MRR. Two factors can be at-
tributed to this outcome: (1) Our KeA is trained
using BERT, which interprets better questions even
after being fine-tuned on keywords;9 and (2) the

7Measured per Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p = 0.034
8Our MRR scores are lower than those in MS-MARCO

leaderboard. For comparison, the pre-trained OpenMatch
model (state-of-the-art) obtains MRR@10=0.235 on MS-pairs
test set. We conclude that the performance difference is due
to the use of a different test set.

9We tried to verify this by training an LSTM model, how-
ever, it did not obtain reasonable rewriting performance.

test data may contain noise that prevents us from
obtaining accurate results. Despite this, Table 4
shows that OURS outperforms all other baselines
and LOWER in recall.

We also compare our approach against a sim-
ple strategy based on semantic similarity (SIM),
shown as OURSA and SIMA in Table 4. OURS out-
performs SIM since SIM heavily relies on having
the correct question/keyword for each input. When
such a question/keyword query is not available,
SIM will inevitably fail. The poor performance of
SIM also confirms the low overlap between MS-
MARCO questions and ORCAS keyword queries
discussed in §5.2: despite the size of MS-MARCO
and ORCAS, and the effectiveness of USE embed-
dings, a semantically-equivalent question/keyword
query is often missing. This also justifies the filter-
ing and human annotation steps applied to ensure
the quality of the MS-pairs test set.

Open-domain QA Rewriting Examples. Given
the keyword query “student loans without a

cosigner” shown in Table 5 (a), OURS can re-
formulate it into “how to get student loans

without a cosigner?”. The rewritten ques-
tion improves the ranking of the correct pas-
sage from the 14th to 7th rank, matching UPPER.
SB on the other hand, generates the ques-
tion “how do you get a cosigner on student

loans?”, which lowers performance as the mean-
ing of the request has been changed.

For the question “how to eject disc from

hp laptop?” in Table 5 (b), OURS generates
“eject disc from hp laptop”. This simple
transformation improves the ranking of the cor-
rect answer from 17th to 6th position, while SB re-
moved important information (brand of the laptop).

7.2.2 Knowledge Base QA
Here, we show the QA performance on two settings,
which vary on the data used to train OURS and SB:
(1) clean setting, where the models (OURSC and
SBC) are trained using 2k training QSP-pairs, and
(2) realistic scenario, which additionally adds 100k
keyword and question queries from the open do-
main QA for training OURSR and SBR. Note that
this realistic setting contains noise.

K2Q for QuA. We again observe that
UPPER has much higher performance, with
F1=0.762 compared to LOWER with F1=0.698.
It further confirms that an unfamiliar query form
causes low QA performance. All OURS models
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QuA(K2Q Task) KeA(Q2K Task)
MRR@10 MRR@100 R@10 R@100 MRR@10 MRR@100 R@10 R@100

UPPER 0.229 0.245 0.492 0.9 0.189 0.205 0.411 0.829
LOWER 0.184* 0.201* 0.411 0.839 0.205 0.221 0.428 0.842
STWR - - - - 0.199 0.216 0.425 0.839*
SB 0.182* 0.198 0.401 0.829* 0.183* 0.200* 0.397* 0.824*
OURS 0.189 (3.8%↑) 0.206 (4.0%↑) 0.415 (3.5%↑) 0.842 (1.6%↑) 0.202 0.218 0.431 (8.6%↑) 0.849 (3.0%↑)
SIMA 0.142* 0.154* 0.146* 0.537* 0.145* 0.159* 0.322* 0.712*
OURSA 0.402 0.411 0.389 0.837 0.268 0.282 0.524 0.869

Table 4: Open-domain QA results. Best results are highlighted in bold. * means that OURS is significantly better
than this baseline.

Approach Query Rank

(a)

Original Question how to get student loans without a cosigner? 7
Original Keywords student loans without a cosigner 14
SB how do you get a cosigner on student loans? 19
OURS how to get student loans without a cosigner? 7

(b)

Original Keywords eject cd from hp laptop 4
Original Question how to eject disc from hp laptop? 17
STWR how eject disc hp laptop 37
SB eject disc from laptop 155
OURS eject disc from hp laptop 6

Table 5: Rewriting examples for Open-domain QuA (a)
and KeA (b). More examples are shown in Appendix A.

QuA F1 KeA F1

UPPER 0.762 0.757
LOWER 0.698* 0.710*
STWR - 0.705*
SIM 0.429* 0.532*

SBC 0.739* 0.736
OURSC 0.746 0.731

SBR 0.731* 0.685*
OURSR 0.751 (2.7%↑) 0.713

Table 6: Knowledge Base QA results. The best results
are highlighted in bold. * means that at least one of our
approaches scores significantly higher than this baseline.

perform close to UPPER and better than SIM and
LOWER. In both clean and realistic settings, we
observe that OURS performs better than SB, with a
2.7% relative improvement in the latter.

Q2K for KeA. Similarly, we obtain positive re-
sults in KeA. In the clean setting, OURSC obtains
F1=0.732, and outperforms all baselines, except
for SBC , which obtains F1=0.736 (insignificant
difference). This is intuitive, given that SBC has
access to accurate paired training data. On the other
hand, OURSR performs better than the supervised
baseline with F1=0.716 compared to SBR, which
obtains F1=0.685, a 7.5% relative improvement.
This indicates that our approach is more resilient
to noise compared to the supervised one. This is
because the objective of cycle-consistency training

is to learn the semantic representations of questions
and keyword queries by reconstructing them from
noisy data, rather than comparing against a specific
target output.

Rewriting in Knowledge Base QA. Table 7
(a) shows an example query, “emily osment

highschool”, and its rewrites. OURS infers
the question “where did emily osment go to

highschool?”, matching the performance of
SBC . On the other hand, the noisy train-
ing data caused SBR to change the intent of
the input, while SIM failed to find a match-
ing question from MS-MARCO. Table 7 (b)
shows the example question “who owns chrysler

corporation 2011?”, which is correctly under-
stood by OURS, rewriting it into the keywords
“chrysler corporation owner 2011”. This ex-
ample confirms that Q2K is a non-trivial task, dif-
fering from simple keyword extraction: the rewrit-
ten keywords are not simply a subset of the input,
but a coherent query in which linguistic expressions
must also be converted into appropriate keywords.

Finally, the results in §7.2.2 and §7.2.1 validate
RQ2, showing that rewriting queries into their ap-
propriate form has a significant impact on QA per-
formance. Furthermore, rewritten queries from
OURS trained based on cycle-consistent training
outperforms strong baselines such as SB.

8 Conclusion

We introduced the bidirectional keyword-question
rewriting task, which improves QA performance
by rewriting queries into the desired form for a
given QA system. Furthermore, we presented Cy-
cleKQR, which learns the K2Q and Q2K functions
simultaneously through cycle-consistent training
in an unsupervised manner. CycleKQR allows for
the two rewriting functions to be less susceptible
to noise coming from unsupervised data, and can
be easily adapted to different QA systems and sce-
narios, for which non-parallel data is available.
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Approach Query F1

(a)

Original Question what highschool did emily osment go to? 1.0
Original Keywords emily osment highschool 0.67
SIM was emily kinney in harry potter? 0
SBC where did emily osment go to high school? 1.0
OURSC what highschool did emily osment go to? 1.0
SBR how old is emily osment? 0
OURSR where did emily osment go to highschool? 1.0

(b)

Original Keywords chrysler corporation owner 2011 0.89
Original Question who owns chrysler corporation 2011? 0
STWR who owns chrysler corporation 2011 0
SIM chrysler corporation headquarters 0
SBC chrysler corporation owner 2011 0.89
OURSC chrysler corporation owner 2011 0.89
SBR chrysler corporation 2011 0
OURSR chrysler corporation owner 2011 0.89

Table 7: Rewriting examples for Knowledge Base
QuA (a) and KeA (b).

We carried out a detailed evaluation of different
competing rewriting approaches for two QA scenar-
ios (Open Domain and Knowledge Base), assessing
their performance through an intrinsic and extrinsic
evaluation. Experimental results show that rewrit-
ing queries into the correct form improves QA per-
formance, and that CycleKQR is able to provide
highly accurate rewrites, which retain the original
query intent and improve the ranking of the correct
answer for the underlying QA system.

Finally, we contributed a keyword-question
rewriting dataset, consisting of a total of 66k
keyword-question pairs which can be used to facil-
itate research on keyword-question rewriting.

9 Limitations

A notable limitation of this work is that we do
not explicitly investigate how to handle ambiguous
keywords (vague or broad queries that could be
mapped to multiple different questions) and para-
phrases (Q-K pairs with equivalent meaning but
different surface forms). Both of these are active
research areas in the community. We addressed this
with the simplifying assumption introduced in §5.1
that sets a minimum semantic similarity threshold
between our Q and K data, as determined by an
existing sentence encoder. We believe that this is
a key future direction in this line of research. The
ambiguity issues requires the detection of such key-
word queries, and specific mechanisms to generate
diverse question interpretations. The paraphras-
ing problem can be addressed by diversifying the
non-parallel data selection process.

Furthermore, our extrinsic evaluation focused
on K2Q for QA under the assumption that bidi-
rectional cycle training leads to improved K2Q
performance, and we did not include a specific ex-
trinsic application of Q2K. One example of such
an application is query expansion for questions,
where the original question can be augmented with
additional keywords coming from a Q2K model
that uses diversity-based or lexically-constrained
sampling to generate keywords that are not in the
question itself. Due to space limitations, we leave
the exploration of this direction for future work.

In the current work we did not consider a su-
pervised cycle-training setting. While the unsu-
pervised setting allows us to leverage non-parallel
data, we believe that supervised fine-tuning (even
in a few-shot setting) could deliver further improve-
ments. We leave this for future work.

Finally, for deploying our proposed approach
in real-world scenarios (e.g. in a search engine
or voice assistant), we must consider the task of
how to decide when to apply either Q2K or K2Q
to an input. This is relevant to our bidirectional
approach, as well as previous work on unidirec-
tional transformations. We did not discuss this
component in the paper for reasons of space, but
we do not believe that this is a significant challenge.
The most straightforward approach is to employ
a question classifier to determine if an input is a
fully-formed question, and use this information to
decide whether to apply Q2K or K2Q. Such an ap-
proach is common in practical settings, and other
heuristics such as input length are also commonly
used. We plan to further explore this area, includ-
ing empirical evaluation of binary classification of
K vs. Q, as part of future work.
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Appendix

A Examples of CycleKQR Output

Tables 8 and 9 show example outputs of the K2Q
and Q2K models trained with CycleKQR for the
open-domain setting. Tables 10 and 11 show ex-
ample outputs of the K2Q and Q2K models trained
with CycleKQR for the knowledge-based setting.
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Input Keywords Output Question

disney epcot attractions what attractions are at disney epcot?
kennel cough duration how long does kennel cough last?
honda civic transmission fluid change how to change transmission fluid on honda civic?
lipids blood test what blood test measures lipids?
foods that cause kidney stones what foods cause kidney stones?
filing taxes for previous years how to file taxes for previous years?
golgi apparatus function what does the golgi apparatus do?
led tv power consumption watts how many watts does a led tv consume?
convert liters to grams how to convert liters to grams?
castor oil to grow eyelashes can castor oil be used to grow eyelashes?

Table 8: Output examples of OURS K2Q on the open domain setting.

Input Question Output Keywords

how many calories to cut to lose 1 pound calories to cut to lose 1 pound
how to solve a scrambled rubik’s cube solving a scrambled rubik’s cube
what does the name cora mean name cora meaning
what foods should i eat to help lower cholesterol foods to help lower cholesterol
what is the max dosage of ibuprofen max dosage of ibuprofen
what time does chase bank open today chase bank opening time today
who is shaun white’s girlfriend shaun white girlfriend
how effective has the flu vaccine been flu vaccine effectiveness
what hours of the day can you forex trade forex trading hours of the day
what causes hot flashes hot flashes causes

Table 9: Output examples of OURS Q2K on the open domain setting.

Input Keywords OURSC OURSR

niall ferguson wife who is niall ferguson’s wife? who is niall ferguson’s wife?
smokey robinson songs what songs did smokey robinson sing? what songs did smokey robinson sing?
beethoven music period what period did beethoven play music? what music period was beethoven in?
ravens last super bowl win what was the ravens last super bowl win? when did the ravens last win a super bowl?
phillies spring training stadium location where is the phillies spring training stadium? where is the phillies spring training stadium located?
prom night kellan lutz character what character did kellan lutz play in prom night? what character did kellan lutz play in prom night?
shaq first year in the nba what was shaq first year in the nba? when was shaq first in the nba?
john edwards crime what crime did john edwards commit? what crime did john edwards commit?
jackie robinson first team who did jackie robinson play for first? what team did jackie robinson play for first?
religions in malaysia what religions do malaysia practice? what religions do they practice in malaysia?

Table 10: Output examples of OURS K2Q on the knowledge-based setting.

Input Question OURSC OURSR

where is jamarcus russell from? jamarcus russell hometown jamarcus russell hometown
what type of music did john lennon sing? john lennon music type john lennon music type
what was the book written by charles darwin? charles darwin book book written by charles darwin
what states make up the midwest us? states that make up the midwest us midwest us states
where did alexander graham bell die? alexander graham bell death place alexander graham bell place of death
what is the sacred text of daoism? sacred text of daoism sacred text of daoism
what is rihanna mum called? rihanna mum name rihanna mum called
who does owen schmitt play for? owen schmitt team owen schmitt play for
what county is frederick md in? frederick md county frederick md county
what type of government does france use? type of government in france france type of government

Table 11: Output examples of OURS Q2K on the knowledge-based setting.
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